All great achievers have dreams.
Inspired they will go through many obstacles
and adversities to reach their goals.
Although they may meet with setbacks,
disappointments or failures, they may detour
and adjust but they never give up.
They finally succeeded because they
dared to dream, dared to try, dared to fail and
overcame their challenges because of their
courage.
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Courage To Dare !

————— ✡ —————

“To dare is to be courageous”.
————— ✡ —————

“People grow through experience if
they meet life honestly and daringly.
This is how character is built.”
- Eleanor Roosevelt
————— ✡ —————

Dare is the torch of high aspiration.
- Albert Whitman
————— ✡ —————

What we do and what we dare to try to do and why,
are the true interpreters of what we are.
- C.H. Woodward
————— ✡ —————
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There is nothing more to be esteemed than a manly
firmness and decision of character. I like a person
who knows his own mind and dare stick to it, who
sees at once what in given circumstances is to be
done and dare do it.
- William Hazlitt
————— ✡ —————

“One can learn to be daring by doing things
differently”.
————— ✡ —————

Our destiny is not predetermined for
us, if we dare determine it for
ourselves.
- Arnold Toynbee
—————–––—————

She Dares
She took the hippy trail to the Far East and
Australia and even got ejected for breaking the
Apartheid law in South Africa. Then she went into
the dining and hotel business, both of which failed.
But these failures did not dampen her spirits. Instead
her daring was fired up, and this led Anita Roddick
to launch The Body Shop. She took on the big
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cosmetics company by the horns and built a global
company from a one-woman cottage industry.
Roddick dared women the world over to be
different and empowered them via her franchise
operation. In wanting others to be daring and
different, she rose from the rest of the crowd by
espousing profits with principles. She also showed
strong conviction in supporting Greenpeace Friends
of the Earth and Amnesty International among
others, in rejecting animal testing on cosmetic
products. Passionate in her beliefs, Anita fights for
her causes and encourages people to take action to
change the world.
She empowers others to find themselves and
in doing so, she herself was empowered. And she
often declared, “If you think you are too small to
have an impact, try going to bed with a mosquito!”
—————–––—————

“Talent for talent’s sake is a bauble and a show.
Talent working with dare and joy in a cause of
universal truth lifts the possessor to a new power
as a benefactor.”
- Ralph Waldo Emerson
————— ✡ —————

“Those who dare to dream and work doggedly
toward it will enjoy the fruits of reality”
————— ✡ —————
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“Apparent failure for those daring and different may
hold in its rough shell the germs of success.”
- Frances Ellen Watkins Harper
————— ✡ —————

“Dare to be the best you can at all times, dare to
be!”
- Steve Maraboli
————— ✡ —————

“To dare is to lose one’s footing momentarily. To
not dare is to lose oneself.”
- Kierkegaard
————— ✡ —————

“Be like the child who dares to dream big dreams.”
————— ✡ —————

“Leaders are those who dare take risks and lift their
organizations to previously unimagined levels of
achievement”.
————— ✡ —————
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“Creating inventive organizations requires hope and
daring, because the standards for greatness have
changed.”
- Jill Janov
————— ✡ —————

“He who dares meet with the challenges dares to
take risks, and ultimately, dares to excel.
————— ✡ —————

“For all serious venture, daring starts from within.”
- Eudora Welty
————— ✡ —————

“Being daring and different is contagious. When
the brave takes a stand, the spines of others are
stiffened.”
- Billy Graham
————— ✡ —————

“How to make the obvious different: add a cupful
of brains, a generous pinch of imagination, a
bucketful of courage and daring, stir well and bring
to a boil.”
- Bernard Baruch
————— ✡ —————
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“Trust yourself to dare test your limits – that is the
courage to succeed.”
- Bernard Edmonds
—————–––—————

The Daring Human Spirit
Sharifah Mazlina, a professor, braved the –
60 degree celcius temperature, wild snow storms
and gala wind and completed a ski-solo from the
South Pole to the western edge of the Antarctica in
record time. She became the first Malaysian and
Asian woman to embark on such journey, and the
first person in the world to do so in 22 days.
What drove her to forgo the comfort of the
home, endured not bathing for 30 days, ate the same
food all the time, and face possible death at any
time? Fame perhaps. But what Sharifah wanted to
show more was the daring human spirit, and how
one single human being can make the difference.
And how did this gutsy role model do it?
“With steely determination, lots of courage ... and
taking the first step” she replied.
—————–––—————

“The weak are crushed by detraction; but the brave
dare hold on and succeed.”
- Author Unknown
————— ✡ —————
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“The most notable winners
usually encountered heartbreaking obstacles before they
triumphed. They won because
they refused to become
discouraged by their defeats, and
dared move on.”
- B. C. Forbes
————— ✡ —————

“Being daring and different is not a matter of
chance, it is a matter of choice, for, it is a thing to
be achieved.”
- Willian Jenning Byran
————— ✡ —————

“There are those who have little but dare give it all.
They believe in making a difference.”
- Kahlil Gibran
—————–––—————

If Not Him, Then Who?
This Beijing defense attorney is the founder
of one of China’s first and most successful law
firms. Already with so much success, why had he
begun defending political dissidents such as Xu
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Wenli and Yao Fuxin? And risk
arrest himself?
In China’s highly politicized
judicial system, guilty sentences
for such clients are usually
forgone conclusions. Mo
Shaoping dared take on such stressful, tedious and
futile work for he believed that every accused
person deserves a lawyer who can make their stories
heard. For this, he had to track down detainees in
the dark hidden corners somewhere in the country.
When asked why he was doing all these, Mo
replied, “If not me, then who?” And in doing that,
he has also become the sole source of comfort and
kindness, relaying messages by relatives to his
clients. Such is the difference that he can make.
—————–––—————

“If at all is one factor that make for great success, it
is being daring !”
————— ✡ —————

“Anyone who dare not make mistakes will find
everything difficult.”
————— ✡ —————

“The difficulties, hardship and trials of life, the
obstacles encountered will make a person different.
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He then becomes daring through the perils he
faced.”
- William Matthews
————— ✡ —————

“Let go of the past, enjoy the present, and be daring
to face the future.”
————— ✡ —————

“To be the ultimate you, you must
dare to exceed yourself.”
————— ✡ —————

“If you want to be like successful people, be as
daring and as different as them.”
—————–––—————

Daring And Different
Her mother died and her father ran off when
this French girl was 17 years old. She was then sent
to the Aubazine orphanage. Soon she caused uproar
when she left the tailoring job there and became a
cabaret singer.
This disgraceful rebel was bound for failure,
the orphanage had thought. But things became big
for her. Coco Chanel loved fashionable clothes but
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she was too poor to afford them.
While as a singer, she got herself
a boyfriend to help her start a hat
business, and later clothes. Coco
was daring and different. She
made women’s clothes out of
materials meant for men,
something highly unusual then. Industry and
customer reactions turned from the initial rejection
to amazement and love later as she continued to
reject and change the rules of fashion.
For more than 50 years, from the ’20s
through ’60s, Coco created controversial fashion
that was to become the hallmark of today’s head
turners. She wasn’t just ahead of her time; she was
ahead of herself. Recent designs by Ford, Prada,
Versace and Lagerfeld are what Chanel once did.
Coco was stylish and inspiring, no less.
Even her death in 1971 was a statement in
chic; at her Ritz Hotel private quarters. And her
legend lives on. The hot-selling Chanel No. 5, a
perfume which she launched in 1923, is one of many
such examples.
—————–––—————

“Some people moan because they do not dare. Some
people dare but they do not moan.”
—————–––—————
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Daring To Be Heard
In 2001, maverick Hong Kong lawyer Paul
Tse had lost a case and wanted the judiciary to
overturn its decision.
He was unable to get himself heard through
the normal channels. Then he thought of the bright
idea of making his protest public. So he went
to Hong Kong’s central business district
wearing nothing but his swimming trunks.
Tse later got himself heard alright, but
it was for a fine for professional
misconduct.

Dare!
You dare look for opportunities
and is unafraid to jump.
You even dare ask “how high”
and is always ready to hum.
You dare face failure
and say “come what may”.
You dare say as you know
success will come at the end of the day.
—————–––—————
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“The road to success is always constructed by the
daring and the courageous.”
————— ✡ —————

“The only real security is not the worldly material
things, and never is it another person. It is the skill,
humor and courage within, the dare to build your
own fires and find your own peace.”
- Audrey Sutherland
————— ✡ —————

“It takes courage to grow up and
turn out to be who you really are,
and the dare to be different.”
- Edward Estlin Cummings
————— ✡ —————

“Let them call you crazy because you dare, and they
don’t. Just let them”
—————–––—————

Giving Up A Comfortable Life
She gave up a comfortable life as a professor
and launched Kenya’s Greenbelt Movement in
1977. The Movement’s 10-million tree planting
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project was aimed at
curtailing the devastating
social and environmental
effects of deforestation and
desertification.
The planted trees, which would provide fuel
wood and income for the poor, was successful, but
Wangari Maathai wanted to do more.
So she became a politician but all kinds of
obstacles were thrown at her. Strong-willed women
were not welcome. When she stood up against landgrabbing, corruption and oppression, she was
charged with subversion and thrown out of her
office. Later she was even arrested and beaten into
unconsciousness. Thereafter, Maathai was
frequently harrassed and jailed. Her opposition later
killed her political career, but not her resolve to fight
for the environment and human rights.
Following her example, many countries had
replicated her planting program. In 2002, Maathai
was appointed an assistant minister for the
environment after long-reigning President arap Moi
left office and democracy was declared.
—————–––—————

This Kenyan heroine was awarded the Nobel Prize
for Peace in 2004 for her unrelenting courageous
efforts to save the environment.
————— ✡ —————
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“What is the use of bravery when you do not dare?
————— ✡ —————

“A daring person need not be daring all the time.
But if he has to be daring, it should be with the
right people, at the right place, and at the right time.”
————— ✡ —————

“The world comprises of daring people. Some are
the “don’t-dare-try-it”s while others are the “don’tdare-miss-it”s and the rest “don’t-dare-know-it”s.”
————— ✡ —————

“Ours is a world where people don’t know what
they want but dare go through hell to get it.”
- Don Marquis
————— ✡ —————

“To find oneself, one must dare to break the chains
of fear.”
————— ✡ —————
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“By saying “I can”, “I will” and “I dare!” would
make such a difference in one’s life.”
————— ✡ —————

“Those who dare to dream and work doggedly
toward it will enjoy the fruits of reality”
————— ✡ —————

“If we had no winter, the spring would not be so
pleasant. If we did not dare overcome, prosperity
would not be so welcome.”
- Anna Bradstrech
—————–––—————

She Dared, Even In “Hell”
In her Hungarian community at that time,
girls were supposed to obediently go to school, be
good Jews, grow up (quietly) and become good
wives and mothers.
When she was at school-going age she
daringly told her father that she wanted to be a
doctor. She was strictly rebuked by her father who
insisted that all girls in the Jewish community, and
especially in his family, grew up, married and took
care of the children (only). Her father’s refusal only
made Gisella Perl more frustrated and more daring.
She could still be a model Jewish girl, she had
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insisted. In the end her father
relented. She soon became a famous
gynecologist and delivered many
babies.
World War II broke out and
by 1944 the Perl family was rudely
picked up by the invading Germans.
They were huddled to Auschwitz, the most dreaded
of all concentration camps. Here the evil Dr
Mengele, German commandant-in-charge, would
gas, kill and burn all women who were pregnant
and who would become pregnant. The evil doctor,
by orders from his Fuhrer, was bent on wiping out
all Jews. Gisella, whose medical credentials were
soon revealed, was forced to tend to the sick. She
was to report of any pregnancy otherwise she herself
would be gassed.
This was a most daunting mission for her;
either the pregnant women would die or she would.
To be a doctor, Gisella was taught to protect and
give life. Now she had to be a killer. A person living
with such guilt may feel better off dead.
She then made a daring but mind-wrenching
decision – to kill so that she could save more lives.
Millions of Jews had already been killed. Gisella
secretly carried out abortions so that the mothers
could be saved. They could conceive again at times
of peace. The War came to an end in 1945 and
Gisella managed to migrate to the US.
In the US, she was eager to practise again
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but could not do so unless she was a citizen. So she
applied, unafraid of the potentially lengthy and
daunting process. US immigration officials grilled
her on her War background. They accused her of
carrying out about 1000 abortions and being a Nazi
collaborator, which she vehemently denied. Did she
deserve this accusation and made to live through
the horrors of war and of her “questionable deeds”?
If she was guilty of “killing”, what about the lives
she saved?
The immigration interviews continued, but
she was finally given citizenship in 1946. She
successfully delivered more than 2000 babies in her
New York practice before finally migrating to Israel
in 1981.
Despite the horrors and tragedies that she
experienced, Dr. Gisella Perl did not regret for
daring to do what she had done. She fought against
the norm and became a doctor, lived through “hell”
just because she was a doctor, and finally found
peace in becoming one.
—————–––—————

“When love hurts you, dare to love again.”
————— ✡ —————
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“She who dares, conquers.”
- Italian proverb
————— ✡ —————

“You gain strength, courage, and confidence by
every daring experience in which you really stop
to look fear in the face. You are able to say to
yourself, I lived through this horror. I can take the
next thing that comes along. You must do the thing
which you think you cannot do.”
- Eleanor Roosevelt
————— ✡ —————

“Far better it is to dare mighty things, to win
glorious triumphs even though checkered by failure,
than to rank with those poor spirits who neither
enjoy nor suffer much because they live in the gray
twilight that knows neither victory nor defeat.”
- Theodore Roosevelt
————— ✡ —————

Breakfree!
Before the Civil War, United States of
America was divided into the “free” North and the
South where most of the blacks who were
imprisoned into slavery.
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Born into slavery herself,
Harriet Tubman would appear an
unlikely candidate for leadership
and change the lives of others.
What more when she could not
read or write. But when she
witnessed a white overseer beating a slave who tried
to escape to the North, and receiving a blow on her
head by being a mere witness, she promised in her
heart that she would free all slaves one day.
She began her mission of freedom by daring
to put herself at risk of being caught and perhaps
be killed. With whatever little money she could
scrape up from her irregular jobs, Tubman began
sponsoring those who wanted to escape North. She
dared to risk herself because she wanted to make a
difference in her life, and that of others.
The Southern Whites who hated her put an
enormous price tag of $12,000 on her head . On the
other hand, the Southern Black called her “Moses”
because of her ability to bring many of her people
out of slavery’s bondage.
By the start of the Civil War Tubman had
brought more people, including herself, out of
slavery than any American in history – black or
white, male or female. For having the courage she
broke free the chains of slavery which many people
should thank her for.
—————–––—————
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“In true courage there is always an
element of choice, and of anguish,
and also of action and deed. here is
always a flame of spirit in it, a vision
of some necessity higher than
oneself.”
- Brenda Ueland
————— ✡ —————

“If you want to know whether you dare, take action.
————— ✡ —————

“Do not be envious of the success of others because
they dare, but you dare not”
————— ✡ —————

“For when courage, willingness and determination
have been sowed, what you dared then , you dare
now.”
————— ✡ —————

“The world is crying for men and women to display
their real manhood and womanhood, to bring out
the best that is in them, to step out of the crowd, to
quit living the sheepish sort of lives that they are,
to become believers in themselves instead of fearers
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of their possibilities, to become
leaders and to make their mark upon
the world.”
-Dr. Sidney Newton Bremer————— ✡ —————

“You may have all the knowledge and skill in the
world, but without the courage to dare, nothing
follows.”
————— ✡ —————

“What would life be if we had no courage to attempt
anything.”
- Vincent Van Gogh
————— ✡ —————

“Don’t be too cautious of possible failure, venture
out!”
- John Chong, photographer for Hermes
————— ✡ —————

“The reason why most individuals do not achieve
more is because they do not attempt more.”
————— ✡ —————
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“If you’re fearful of things, you will not open your
mind to other experiences – and hence miss out on
the wonders of life !”
—————–––—————

The Cautious Man
There was a very cautious man
who never laughed and never cried.
He never won; he never lost.
He played it safe and never tried.
He went to work and earned his bread.
He watched TV and he went to bed.
He felt secured; he felt no pain.
He took no risk; he made no gain.
And one day he passed away, his insurance was denied.
For since he never really lived, they claimed, he never died!
- Extracted from Wisdom in Failure by Billi Lim
—————–––—————

“To explore the oceans, you will have to lose sight
of the shore.”
————— ✡ —————

“Thousands of people are leading dull and shallow
lives because they are prisoners to their selfimposed limitations.”
—————–––—————
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AIN’T LIFE AMAZING!
Dare To Be Beaten
THERAN: An Iranian woman has taken her
husband to court to secure a judicial order for him
to beat her once once a week instead of every night.
“I don’t want a divorce or compensation. I just want
him to promise to beat me only once a week,”
Maryam was quoted as saying by the Mardomsalari
paper on Wednesday.
The court ordered the man to
stop beating his wife.

“A ship in a harbour is safe but that
is not what ships were built for.”
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Readers Can Share With Us
It is our pleasure to hear your reactions
to stories in this book. Please let us know what
your favorite stories or quotations were and
how they affected you.
Some of the materials in our Dare To
Fail PocketBook were contributed by readers
like you who read our earlier releases. We also
invite you to send inspiring or impactful
stories, quotations and poems which you wrote
or have been written by others, and would like
to see it/them published in future editions of
the Dare To Fail PocketBook. Credit will be
given to the owner of the source materials.
You can send then by post, fax or
through email or access our website at
www.daretofail.com.
For speaking and training engagements,
do contact us directly.
We hope you enjoy reading this book as
much as we enjoyed researching, compiling,
editing and writing it.
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Do visit our web-site at:
http://www.daretofail.com
Dare To Fail Pocket Book is published 12 times a year by
Hardknocks Factory Sdn Bhd, 10, Jalan USJ 1/1G, 47600 Subang
Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia. Tel: +603-8023 5100 Fax: +603-8025 1101
Mobile: +6012-278 1991
Those interested in subscribing can do so by making use of the
subscription form enclosed.
Copyright©2007 Hardknocks Factory Sdn Bhd. All rights reserved in all
countries. The editors make every effort to attribute the sources of quotes,
anecdotes and stories. If attribution is not made, we would appreciate hearing
from readers who can identify the sources of the unattributted items.
E-mail: billi@daretofail.com
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The Dare To Fail PocketBook was born
out of the need for people to realize the harsh
realities of life.
Many of life’s great lessons can be learned
through hard knocks or soft touches. Some of us
may need to get our fingers burned while others
would just need to take a leaf or a pad to realize
their follies.
Be it a gentle nudge or a jolt to reality, we
can either learn from our own mistakes or that of
others. This booklet intends to help the readers
avoid the high price that they have to pay if they
were to learn from their own harsh experiences.
Should you find any printing error ... please consider that
it was intended. Our PocketBook is for everybody, and is
also for those who always only search for mistakes.
The Editor
Copyright©2007 Hardknocks Factory Sdn Bhd
Hardcover ISBN 978-983-3948-10-9
First Edition 1st Print: February, 2007
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How To Benefit From This
PocketBook
The goal of our Dare To Fail
PocketBook Series is to open the heart and
rekindle the spirit. And to show what some
claim to be impossible had been done by
others.
Those who are challenged by what life
has brought should realize that losing does not
mean that they have failed. In reality, it is
those who have never tried who have failed.
The contents, stories in particular, are
highly condensed. We recognize that people
nowadays have not much time to read. Some
readers may finish reading a PocketBook in 20
minutes. That’s OK. But you can also read it
slowly and with a purpose. Absorb the
goodness and the wisdom found in each story,
quote or poem. Take action. Carry the
PocketBook with you all the time, and share it
with others. (Our DTF PocketBook is
circulated to a world-wide audience).

